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Kidde key lock box instructions

★★★★★ A Kidde AccessPoint 001413 KeySafe Original review will not answer these 30 questions. Get the truth from people who own a Kidde AccessPoint 001413 KeySafe Original, including the fact that it won't... This report about the Kidde AccessPoint 001413 KeySafe Original answers these questions • Is there an emergency override to the lock? My code no longer works. •
Once openned, how it is returned to holder? • How do I set the combination? • How does it attach to "whatever it's attached to?" Thanks. • I have forgotten my code. Is there a way to get into the box without the code? • Will this box fit keycards similar size to credit cards? thanks • How can I change the code on the keybox? • Is there a rubber waterproof cover for this box? • How do
you reset combination • What are the dimensions for the mounting holes? • What are the actual dimensions of this? In one palce it says 7 x 3.2 x 2.7 inches, and then just above that it says 4.125 x 2.5 x 2.22 !?!? • I only used 4 digits but it went into the box. Now I can't open it to place the required 5 digits. How can I get it to open? • The ad says the deminsions are 7 x 3.2 x 2.7
inches. Is this correct? • Once a renter has the combination, can they just as easily change the code and then you won't be able to open the box? • How many user combinations can it hold at once? • Can I have 4 people using 4 different code to access the key and do you know the last person to use it and can you delete their codes. • Do you have to push the buttons in sequence
when entering the access code or does it just matter that the appropriate buttons are depressed? • Is it 7 inches Tall by 3 inches wide? That seems really big for one of these. • I lost my instruction how to change combo, can someone help me? • Can this be held by a magnet on the wall? • How do you mount to a flat surface? is there a recommended bonding agent if I want to
adhere it to a metal door frame? • I have the black version of this key safe and it has a heavy rubber cover for outdoor protection (I'm in Chicago). Does the clay have a cover? • I am concerned about the security of the box and whether someone could simply slip a tire iron at one of the edges of the box and break it open? • Could a 5 yr old open if needed? • I don't know if mine is
defective, but I can put in the code in any order and it will open as long as I hit all the numbers. Is this right? • Can I put multiple codes for different people • Anyone using this in snowy cold weather? Do buttons freeze? Read reviews that the combo style sometimes freezes. Wondering if keypad is better. • How many numbers could accept? • Does the lockbox lock automatically
when closed or do you have to re-enter the code? • Can you attach the keys to the cover plate, as shown on the 2-key version? QUESTION: IS THERE AN EMERGENCY OVERRIDE TO THE LOCK? MY CODE NO LONGER WORKS. • If there is, I want my money back, because that would kinda defeat the purpose of the whole thing, then anyone who had one would know what
the code was and could open it. • No override that I know of. Make sure you clear it with the bottom slide button and try your code again. • Not that I know of. But it's been stubborn on me before. use that reset button in the middle and just keep trying. It's usually pretty reliable, though I've had to make numerous attempts before. When you do get it open (it shouldn't just stop
working for no reason), maybe try resetting your passcode to something different, just to mix up the triggers and numbers. And test it before you lock it down again. Good luck!!! • Hit reset (Black Slider) 3 or 4 times that should work, or try hitting your code harder and make sure you are not hitting the other keys. ( • From what ive read, there is no way to unlock the box if you have
forgotten you code. However, a little tid bit for you to possibly help you on your journey of oopening it again. A typical code of 1, 6, 2, 7, 3 is the same as say 5, 0, 4, 9, 3. Basically the code registers "sides" but provides numbers for you to better disguise the code. So if your code was 12675 then its really left side, left side, right side, right side, left side. So basically pressing 1 as
your first number in reality you could press the 5 and it be the same. So as long as you press a number on the same side as what you thought you originally programmed it as then you may eventually get it back unlocked. Not exactly the answer you were looking for but atleast its something you can run with until you crack it. #Kidde_AccessPoint_001413_KeySafe_Original
QUESTION: ONCE OPENNED, HOW IT IS RETURNED TO HOLDER? • While it is out of the holder, you must reset it, type in the combination again then hold down the release lever and re-insert it back into the holder. • You have to pull the top button down then it will close and you also have to re-enter the code first before the button. Hope this helps you. • Enter the code, pull
down and hold the top middle black latch, put the lid back, then release the latch. • Enter the code again. It will release the lock at the top so that you can return the cover to the holder. • It is just a small compartment or a safe box for 2 or 3 keys #Kidde_AccessPoint QUESTION: HOW DO I SET THE COMBINATION? • The face is the front with the black buttons on it. You open
the unit and turn this piece over, the back of the buttons have a small flat blade screw head, just rotate the ones you want to use to the correct orientation ( clockwise / counter clockwise). Thats it. • You open the box, remove the thin back cover, and twist the numbers you want to include in the combination. • The little plastic piece that is included that helps you do it. There are very
minute marks on the back that have to be turned to a certain direction. Your combination is turned one way, and the other pins are turned the other way. If you look at the screws on the back under a magnifying glass, the marks are actually arrows. Arrows down for your combo, and arrows up for the remainder of the numbers. I have a 4 digit combo, so 4 pins have the arrows
down. the remaining numbers have the arrows pointing up. • When you open the lock for the first time, there is little notches you will turn for each number. There are directions that come in it. Very easy. We love it • Use the card on the back side of the front cover turn as little or many numbers as you want to activate. You not need to hit these numbers in any order, but you do
need to hit all selected..... • On the back of the face plate, there are small circular cylinders that you use a screw driver to reverse the corresponding arrows. The arrows are hard to see, but you turn it counter clockwise for the corresponding numbers on the front, and that sets your code. I use a combination of 5 numbers. #001413_KeySafe_Original QUESTION: HOW DOES IT
ATTACH TO &QUOT;WHATEVER IT&#39;S ATTACHED TO?&QUOT; THANKS. • There are four screw holes inside the device. You would line up the keysafe to whatever you would like to attach it to and drill the screws from the inside of the device into the wall (or whatever you are attaching it to). • The unit comes with Screws. When opened you can view where you would drill
them into your surface. At my old apartment we used the area in between the screen door and the regular door. At my current home, we have it attached to the side of the deck. • There are holes in the back and it comes with screws #Kidde_AccessPoint_Review QUESTION: I HAVE FORGOTTEN MY CODE. IS THERE A WAY TO GET INTO THE BOX WITHOUT THE CODE? •
If you are compulsive enough, then you can sit down and start entering ALL of the possible combinations. If you used exactly 4 numbers, then i can only discern 210 possible 4-number combinations. Since you can't reuse numbers, then you have 10x9x8x7 = 5040 permutations, BUT the order doesn't matter and that would leave you with only 210 combinations. I bought one of
these key safes from Amazon and do use it, but I don't attribute much security to it. I'm hopeful that anyone who was paying attention in Probability & Statistics 101 went on to earn a living at something more practical than Breaking and Entering. Further, the B & E professionals do not need the house key. IF you can use anywhere from 1 to 10 numbers for your combination, then
there are a bit over 1,000 possible combinatio ns. Knowing how many digits one actually used to set the original combination would cut this number by a lot. • No, you have to try different combinations. BUT, it can be easy since there is no specific dialing order and neither the need to dial twice the same digit ("12" will work as fine as "21" or as "1221") • Perhaps with a hammer and
chisel On the side of the lid will pop it open.There is no way to reset the code nor is there an override code. You can always try to guess. At least it doesnt lock you out after so many wrong tries. #Kidde_AccessPoint_001413_KeySafe_Original QUESTION: WILL THIS BOX FIT KEYCARDS SIMILAR SIZE TO CREDIT CARDS? THANKS • I do not think it will be big enough. It is
designed for regular keys. • No, you will need this one. mp_s_a_1_2?qid=1450583126&sr=8-2&pi=SY200_QL40&keywords=s7+big+box&dpPl=1&dpID=41jGj4i%2B4hL&ref=plSrch • Credit card sized items won't fit. It's about the width of 2 fingers. • No, this is for regular door keys. #Kidde_AccessPoint QUESTION: HOW CAN I CHANGE THE CODE ON THE KEYBOX? • Hi- the
instructions printed are TINY and can be frustrating. With the keypad off the box, the back of the pad exposed, SWITCH the number ( no order) that you'd choose to UP ( or down) USE a credit card to move the ARROW INDICATOR to 'on' example- code is 8 and 0 SWITCH those two numbers UP (or DOWN) using the card and DONE. When placed back on the casing, press 8-0
or 0-8 and the pull down on the release. OPEN! • Inside the box on the back of the keypad there are little knobs that you have to turn with a small screwdriver or something similar. It is very hard to see the arrows on those knobs, but they are there. When the arrows point one way, the number is not included in the combination. When the arrows are pointed the other way, the
number IS included in the combination. There is no particular order in which you have to punch the combination. For example, if the arrows are pointed to include 1, 2, and 5, then you can punch 125, 521, 215, or whatever other combination of the digits. The arrows are so faint, that I colored the arrowheads with a permanent marker so that I could see them more clearly. If your
vision for up-close work is not good, use bright light and a magnifying lens, and the arrowheads will be plainly visible. It is easy to change the combination, once you see the arrowheads. #001413_KeySafe_Original QUESTION: IS THERE A RUBBER WATERPROOF COVER FOR THIS BOX? • No, you can put in the wall near the door • I remember seeing one when I was buying
mine. I didn't buy it, but where I installed it I wish I had. This alone is NOT water proof...and if it rains right before a freeze up...this thing won't work until thawing out (spring time for us up here). So either get the enclosure, build and enclosure or put it in a good spot where the potential for wet and freezing won't happen. • No. I gave one to a friend and it's been exposed to the
elements ( in MO) for 4 years and still is intact. #Kidde_AccessPoint_Review QUESTION: HOW DO YOU RESET COMBINATION • Open the cover and remove the plastic card that covers the inside mechanism. Each button has a screwdriver slot which can be turned to set it as an active button (use the tab on the card as a screwdriver). Anywhere from one button to all buttons
can be activated. The active buttons can be pressed in any order to open the unit. You must enter the code to close the box as well as to open it. This assures that you know the combination so that you don't lock yourself out. • You have to reenter the code numbers then you can replace it back in. • Rotate the little arrows on the side opposite of the push buttons by 180 degrees .
Turned one direction that number is part of the combination and the other direction the number is not included. A small, thin, flat blade screwdriver works well to turn the little arrows. • The combination is set from behind the number buttons. its very easy. Just make it a combination you can remember. • Resetting the combination is as easy as removing the face plate, turning the
set screws behind each number to the desired new combination. Simple as that. • Here is a link showing how to set/reset the combination. Fast forward to the 1:20 point in the video for the directions. The GE lockbox is basically the same that you have. #Kidde_AccessPoint_001413_KeySafe_Original QUESTION: WHAT ARE THE DIMENSIONS FOR THE MOUNTING HOLES? •
The outside measurement of the unit is 2 3/8" W x 4 7/8" long. Looking at the screws I used to mount it, they are 1 1/4" from left screw to right screw. Top screw to bottom screw 2". Total of 4 mounting screws, three on the left side and 1 on the right. And they are staggered. Hope this helps. I would send you a picture if I could. =) EASY TO MOUNT! Great product!!! • the offset
distance for screws into wood is 2 inches also has other holes for a longer choice #Kidde_AccessPoint QUESTION: WHAT ARE THE ACTUAL DIMENSIONS OF THIS? IN ONE PALCE IT SAYS 7 X 3.2 X 2.7 INCHES, AND THEN JUST ABOVE THAT IT SAYS 4.125 X 2.5 X 2.22 !?!? • It is the second one. The 7" is incorrect. And as a note I would definitely recommend getting
the matching rubber cover as it is excellently made, fits perfectly and your lock box will look brand new for years. I just discovered the covers and orders two, one for my new lock box and one for an existing lock box. Be aware the code setting is very precise on the back but once set you and reset it multiple times as it comes with a little cardboard key. Great product. • I have the
part that fits into the box. I measured it at 3 x 1 1/2, so I would say it is the 4.125x 2.5x2.22. I did not go outside to measure the part that is attached to my deck. but I am sure it is closer to 4 than 7. I had a problem getting it to fit back into the box, but I am visually impaired. It did Ok before. I think I just need to be sure to hold it exactly straight when I insert it. • 3 1/2 inches high & 2
inches wide. it is a good unit, we have two of them Good luck: • The smaller dimensions are correct. Their is a larger box that holds more keys with the larger dimensions • Measured dimensions on the unit I purchased are 3 29/32 L x 2 1/4" W x 1 21/32" H. #001413_KeySafe_Original QUESTION: I ONLY USED 4 DIGITS BUT IT WENT INTO THE BOX. NOW I CAN&#39;T OPEN
IT TO PLACE THE REQUIRED 5 DIGITS. HOW CAN I GET IT TO OPEN? • I haven't tried it, but I believe the last digit is now zero. • Just a guess but you might not have cleared the buttons when you entered your code. Try 0-9 before your 4 digits (one at a time of course) and see if that opens it. Always use the sliding button at the bottom to clear any inadvertently pressed
numbers. • Contact manufacture would be the best idea. #Kidde_AccessPoint_Review QUESTION: THE AD SAYS THE DEMINSIONS ARE 7 X 3.2 X 2.7 INCHES. IS THIS CORRECT? • its more like 5 than 7..i can measure later • Just measured as mounted on a wall: the outer dimensions are: 4"H X 2.5"W X 2"D. Inside dimensions are: 2.75"H X 1.5"W X 1.25"D Hope this helps.
• The inside (storage) space measures 1" deep; 2.8" long x 1.5" wide. A credit card laid flat on top of this item while open would dwarf the long x wide of the inside. On the depth you also lose some of the 1" fit with screw heads in the 4 corners and a small latch catch about midway up. Great size for keys or 4 traditional/standard size thumb-drives. Very solid & reliable. Both mine
happen to be indoors. • Sorry dont have inches on my tape measure. I would say that the deminsion that have been quoted are the for the safe in the shipping box. Hope this helps -105mm High, 65mm Wide, 55 Depth for the key safe. Once I fixed it to the wall I gave it a couple a wacks with the hammer to see if if fell apart. Screws the came with key safe held it to the wall and did
not become loose, nore did the safe open. You could also fix safe with longer screws than those supplied if you wanted extra holding strength. Hope this was some help. Cheers. #Kidde_AccessPoint_001413_KeySafe_Original QUESTION: ONCE A RENTER HAS THE COMBINATION, CAN THEY JUST AS EASILY CHANGE THE CODE AND THEN YOU WON&#39;T BE ABLE
TO OPEN THE BOX? • Yes • Only if they have the instructions on how to do it. • Yes, they could. No having instructions would be a deterrent. • Yes • Yes • Yes • Yes. You can change the code once the box is unlocked by sliding the pins over on the back of the key pad. • Yes #Kidde_AccessPoint QUESTION: HOW MANY USER COMBINATIONS CAN IT HOLD AT ONCE? • One
• One but if you use 4305 then 5034 will also work and so would 0543 and so will any combination of the same four digits. • The unit is mechanical so it really only hold one combination. But the combination can be entered in any order. For instance, if you set your combination for something like 1489, you can enter it in any pattern you like (8941, 4891, and so on). You can also
push any number twice. so if it's easier to remember that number as some ones phone number 814-9841, it will work also. • As far as I know, just one at a time. That's all we've ever set. We use it on the front porch of my elderly mother's house and LifeLine has the combination for it. • It uses 4 digits that you set. So if your code is 1234, then 1342 will work and 4321 any possible
combination of those 4 digits. If your code is 9876, then any combination of 6789 will work. Hope that helps. • It can only hold one. Also, the order in which the number is entered is not important. So if the combination is 1234, 3214 or 4132 will also open the box. • There are about 1000 total possible combinations. However, you can only set one at a time. • Only one. • I think just
one. #001413_KeySafe_Original QUESTION: CAN I HAVE 4 PEOPLE USING 4 DIFFERENT CODE TO ACCESS THE KEY AND DO YOU KNOW THE LAST PERSON TO USE IT AND CAN YOU DELETE THEIR CODES. • I only see where one code can be held by the device at a time. It appears the 4 people would need to be given the same code. • NO • This Kiddle KeySafe
provides and serves only the standard and unified code for the users. It is pretty like a digital safe. • No. Just one code. • You can only set one code • No only 1 code #Kidde_AccessPoint_Review QUESTION: DO YOU HAVE TO PUSH THE BUTTONS IN SEQUENCE WHEN ENTERING THE ACCESS CODE OR DOES IT JUST MATTER THAT THE APPROPRIATE BUTTONS
ARE DEPRESSED? • Sequence does not matter. If your combo is "1234", you can also unlock it with "4321" or "4213", or "3214", etc. • Once you enter your 6 digit code it doen't matter what sequence they are entered, just that the correct buttons are depressed. • You do not have to push the numbers in sequence. • Any order works just fine. Makes no difference which numbers
get pushed first. I suggest a "Pattern" that coincidently matches a set of numbers.... thus in low light settings you do not have to "read" the numbers..... you just push a "pattern". great lock... have bought one for each of 4 daughters homes and the grand kids use it more than once every day. • The order in which the buttons are pushed does not matter. This is why it is less secure
than if the sequence mattered since the number of possible combinations is much smaller. • would you recommend mounting this to dry wall or a glass window? • Yes. It is like using a garage door opener code. Very simple & easy to do with one hand. #Kidde_AccessPoint_001413_KeySafe_Original QUESTION: IS IT 7 INCHES TALL BY 3 INCHES WIDE? THAT SEEMS
REALLY BIG FOR ONE OF THESE. • It is 4" x 2.5" I don't know who put those other dimensions, it's not us. • I just measured one I have in my office. That includes the hasp. Actually with the hasp it is about 6.4 inches by 2.25". If I just measure the key box part it is about 3.75" tall by 2.25" wide (not including the hasp). B • 4.0" x 2.5". • No it is not that big #Kidde_AccessPoint
QUESTION: I LOST MY INSTRUCTION HOW TO CHANGE COMBO, CAN SOMEONE HELP ME? • I found some good info on their website. Open up documents and download the push button instructions. Hope this helps! • on the back of the cover, there are black circles with a slot and arrows. Simply take a small screwdriver and reset the pass code making sure you set the
arrows for your combo numbers all in the same direction. The key safe will open using the numbers in any combination. Test it and return the cover plate to the back of the key safe. • look inside the keypad. there are 10 circular areas that correspond to the 10 buttons. your old combo numbers have the tiny arrows pointing in a direction that is opposite all the others. Using a small
screwdriver, set all of the arrows pointing the same way. Then reset the numbers that you want to us, usually 3. • I suggest you go to Kidde.com and see if they have instructions. You have to use your card or screwdriver to switch barrels by numbers on the inside. You could Google it too and look for U-Tube video. #001413_KeySafe_Original QUESTION: CAN THIS BE HELD BY
A MAGNET ON THE WALL? • No...it's made of cast iron. • You'd need a real strong magnet but it is cast iron. But you wouldn't want that as anyone could take the whole thing off. They wouldn't be able to open it for the key but they could take the whole thing off. There are screws provided to screw onto a wall. I only use 3 of them, 2 up top and one on the bottom. • It is made of
cast iron. #Kidde_AccessPoint_Review QUESTION: HOW DO YOU MOUNT TO A FLAT SURFACE? IS THERE A RECOMMENDED BONDING AGENT IF I WANT TO ADHERE IT TO A METAL DOOR FRAME? • It came with 4 screws ... I drilled holes in the wall and it has held fine.. I would not glue it ... It's so much more secure attached with the screws..hope this helps.. • I
would use metal screws to fasten it to a metal frame just as you use wood screws for a wood frame. • It mounts to wood flat surfaces with wood screws internal to the box to prevent access or removal without combination. Good question on mounting to metal door frame. I would not be confident of any type bonding agent as it could be overcome by chemical reactions. If the door
can be drilled through, I would recommend machine screws that are long enough to go through the door where lock washers and nuts could be used. • I mounted mine with the enclosed screws. I put it away from the door in a partially hidden location. I do not remember if any other mounting was suggested. • I used screws to mount mine, and that worked well. If I recall, the screws
came with it. #Kidde_AccessPoint_001413_KeySafe_Original QUESTION: I HAVE THE BLACK VERSION OF THIS KEY SAFE AND IT HAS A HEAVY RUBBER COVER FOR OUTDOOR PROTECTION (I&#39;M IN CHICAGO). DOES THE CLAY HAVE A COVER? • mine did not • Not that I'm aware of. Mine did not. • Kidde AccessPoint P/N 001409 Clay does not have a cover
for outdoor protection. It has only the metal body and the metal cover with the code & latch buttons. #Kidde_AccessPoint QUESTION: I AM CONCERNED ABOUT THE SECURITY OF THE BOX AND WHETHER SOMEONE COULD SIMPLY SLIP A TIRE IRON AT ONE OF THE EDGES OF THE BOX AND BREAK IT OPEN? • They would have to want to get into it pretty bad, the
housing is really stout and the pall that latches the cover is well protected. We have three of these mounted at one of the rear doors of our church and have never had a problem. • like all locks given enough time and effort you can get in what slows people down apart from in this case their rugged construction is where they are mounted and what they are fixed too don't put in plain
sight mount into a corner or under a lip or over hang alternatively in a cupboard very hard to swing at Make sure fixings are into secure/solid timber or concrete put fixings in at angles making harder to simple pull out • yes someone could use a tire iron to get it off the wall (if it was placed in a unprotected area), but they would still have to get the key safe open. if someone was that
keen to break in they would use the tire iron on the door or window. #001413_KeySafe_Original QUESTION: COULD A 5 YR OLD OPEN IF NEEDED? • I think so if they are good at remembering. • Absolutey • If he/she can remember the code. The buttons are really easy to push. The next step is push the lever down and lift the door off. It's quite easy. • Can be opened by
anyone who is able to punch in the combination sequence. • yes, if he knows his numbers #Kidde_AccessPoint_Review QUESTION: I DON&#39;T KNOW IF MINE IS DEFECTIVE, BUT I CAN PUT IN THE CODE IN ANY ORDER AND IT WILL OPEN AS LONG AS I HIT ALL THE NUMBERS. IS THIS RIGHT? • That is what I experienced as well. The order & the duplicate
numbers don't seem to matter. I use it to hold a spare key in my garage so I wasn't concerned about that. It's a good, strong box tho. Hope that helps. • That is correct. Any order just the same #'s • Yes this is right. • No that is the way it is made so you can put your code in any order and it will open. • yes it is wish it was exact but its still better than the key under the mat • This is
how they are , you can press 1234 or 4321 and it will open. • Yes it works correctly. Pushing order is not relevant thing. The lock opens when all the required numbers are pushed. • Its not defective Joe. That is correct. If you gave someone the code that's the order he/she would use. Not an issue at all. I use several for my summer rental owners (50 people) and all are happy with
the product #Kidde_AccessPoint_001413_KeySafe_Original QUESTION: CAN I PUT MULTIPLE CODES FOR DIFFERENT PEOPLE • No you can't. Only one code, because the box is pure mechanical. :-) • Just one code. • No you can only put in one code. • no only one 4 digit code can be used #Kidde_AccessPoint QUESTION: ANYONE USING THIS IN SNOWY COLD
WEATHER? DO BUTTONS FREEZE? READ REVIEWS THAT THE COMBO STYLE SOMETIMES FREEZES. WONDERING IF KEYPAD IS BETTER. • I have mine located on my front porch that is covered. Although it works fine in freezing temps, I've not had any snow come in contact with it. I'd recommend not mounting it where rain & snow will cover it. Also, Make sure you do
not use duplicate numbers for the combination (like 1122, 1241, 2343 etc.) since someone could just enter 11,or 22 to open it. Use something where ALL numbers are different, 1234. Even then you can still enter them in any order and it will open. So 2341, 4321, 1324 etc will also open it. Not sure why they could not secure it like a padlock does BUT I guess since it's a push
button any combination of the numbers used opens it. I still like the convenience of having a spare key. • I bought a similar model at a retailer but returned it as I found it very difficult to program the combination #001413_KeySafe_Original QUESTION: HOW MANY NUMBERS COULD ACCEPT? • I have the instructions here and it says you can use 5 to 7 numbers, but can only use
a number once. • 9 numbers code #Kidde_AccessPoint_Review QUESTION: DOES THE LOCKBOX LOCK AUTOMATICALLY WHEN CLOSED OR DO YOU HAVE TO RE-ENTER THE CODE? • one has to re-enter code. not too arduous. • thank you my main concern is that it is for a rental property and guests are not closing them now so I thought it would make it easier thank
you • Here are the steps. Unlock the box to remove the cover and retrieve your key. Unlock the box again to place the cover back on the box. • You have to re-enter the code. In fact, you can't reinsert the box in its receptacle without re-entering the code. (Big Mack's answer appears to apply to a different model -- there is no knob to turn.) • Thank you! • You have to rotate the the
nob counter clockwise to lock it. No code entry is required, So be careful when you close it. Also note the numbers on the buttons are hard to read so you may need a flashlight in low light situations. Good Unit though. Hope this helps. #Kidde_AccessPoint_001413_KeySafe_Original QUESTION: CAN YOU ATTACH THE KEYS TO THE COVER PLATE, AS SHOWN ON THE 2-
KEY VERSION? • Yes • Yes • Yes • Yes #Kidde_AccessPoint QUESTION: WHAT IS THE AMAZON ASIN NUMBER FOR THIS PRODUCT? • The ASIN is B000GTQU22 Lowest Price as of today is on Amazon.com click here. how to open a kidde key lock box. how to use a kidde lock box. how to reset kidde key lock box
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